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      23019 Add new field to hold route the task was generated from,
fill out field when
making tasks from AFI Gen  

Change MonthlyAns download logic to use this field to
filter to monthly
route generated tasks.

Change Tablet based task generation to fill out this field
on tablet, and
upload back to Adjutant

 

Change AFI Generator to fill out new baseroute field with
routeID

Change download and upload logic to transfer baseroute
info both ways

Change AFI tablet to pull history info only for matching
baseroute tasks.  

AFI Generator/AFI Tablet
Enhancement

      22991 Add text file based logging to all processes to help with
troubleshooting
speed and other issues.

 

Allow logging at two levels (everything and errors only),
add option to
change to Settings.

 

Add option to upload logs to setting screen

 

Add logci to allow logging to text file using nLog.; Continue
adding logging.  Add option to switch logging level from
settings screen. Add option to upload log file;

AFI Tablet
Enhancement

      23044 Report total is resetting on ChkAcct, not report on all
standard reports.

 

Change reports to make final total = report total, not last
checking account total;AP Check Register reports

Enhancement
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      23039 Add logic to use AdjDBTable to delete orphans from all
tables with IKEY, CUSTID, VENDID , SOKEYNOH ,
POKEYNOH.  Match back to correct parent table (Item
Master, Ent, SOMAST, POMAST)

Add logic to orphan delete logic of CID delete screen to
loop thru all tables with ikey, custid, vendid, pokeynoh and
sokeynoh fields, and delete rows if value is non-zero and
not in the matching master file (ITEMMASER, ENT ,
POMAST or SOMAST);

System Manager
CID Delete

Enhancement

      23025 Screen tries to use table that does not exist anymore 
(vcust), change to
use ent instead.

 

Marked as Not In Use, disabled all input fields.;
Expedite Control (exp1)

Enhancement

      23049 Add PO Type filter to Expediting screen.

[cid:image001.png@01CF0C94.F31E5C20]

Add new PO Type filter to Expediting Screen
Expedite Orders - PO Type filter

Enhancement

      23012 Add addtional attribute (Import/ Long lead Products) to
only run updates on the check box selected (not an
exclude like the existing attribute) 

Add warehouse drop down to allow only one
warehouses ohf records to be updated at a time. 

If the exclude and 'only include' check boxes are not
checked add a confirm pop up box that all items are to
be updated, when Process is selected.

Check box to export only, dumped excel file with
existing and new values for selected update.

Attached picture for update screen.

Add new whse dropdown, if whse selected, only process
this whse.
Add new export only option, do not update if selected. 
Dump out update file as MINMAXTABLE.(xls/csv based on
row count)
Add new Include checkbox to just process items with new
AUUPDATE item attribute;

Item Control (Inventory)
Min/Max update screen

Enhancement

      23038 PO lines are duplicated on detailed PO tab in some
cases (duplicate PO number in different CID)

Change detail PO query to handle cases where same PO
number exists in other CID;

Address Book
Org Air Hammer

Minor Bug
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      23045 Add setup option to make generated lot =
PO#-Proj#-Phase  for non-coil lot
controlled items.

 

Add new setup POLOTPROJPHASE, if option is enabled,
and item has PONOISLOTNO attribute, use
PO-PROJ#-PHASE as lotnumber.;

PO Receipt Lot Generate Logic
Enhancement

      23041 PO rececipt of config Items updates PO with invalid
extcost

 

Attempting to AP invoice same PO Config items has
incorrect extended cost.

 

Change PO Receipt screen to update POtran.extcost
correctly for configurable type items.
Change AP invoice master to extend cost of PO receipt
lines correctly for PO config type items.
Change PO receipt history tab on PO screen to show
correct cost for PO Config type items.;

PO Receipt of Config Items
Enhancement

      23037 Add field to PWO screen on Allocate and Allocate to
Ser/Lot tabs receipt date (add date) of the coil/reel
(user will be able to see which lot is the oldest and use it
to help move older inventory)

Add/Verify CreateDate column in dropdowns when
searching for lots on Assign Serial/Lot tab.  CreateDate is
adddate from itemtrack record, which is the date the
Lot/Serial record was created in system.;

Accounting Connector
PWO Allocation - Coil Rec Date

Enhancement

      22999 Remove OverMax change from ECR 22482

 

Remove logic to subtract one order inc qty from
RecReORd if RecReOrder is over MaxQuick Buy

Enhancement

      23034 Inventory account logic getting wrong account on
returns, change logic to
handle returns correctly

 

Change to use cflag in GLDIST to find inventory and po
clearing account (C = inventory, P = PO Clearing), fall back
to old logic if flags not found.;

Receipt History Tab, Inventory
Account

Enhancement
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      23027 Add setup option which will disallow user from changing
cost on a line which has been shipped.

Add new setup option LOCKCOSTONSHIP, if enabled,
cost cannot be changed from screen, or via BOM change
once line has been shipped (qtyshp<>0)

Accounting Connector
Sales Order

Enhancement

      23048 Add new column (SO Lines Shipped) to Check Line
Status on Shipping Event Viewer (sereport.scx) to show
number of lines that have shipped vs. not ready (if 9
lines and 6 have shipped, then show 6 of 9). Exclude
freight and packing line items. 
Populate new column when new button is clicked.

Add new column to results grid.  Showing number of lines
fully shipped vs total lines.  Filled out when Line status
button is clicked.

Accounting Connector
Shipping Event Viewer - Check
Status

Enhancement

      23024 TermControl Server Version does not use new security
if enabled.  Change to
use if enabled.

 

Change TermControl-Server to set NewUserSec flag if
option is enabled (Vterm and TermControl already set
flag);

Terminal Control - Server
Enhancement

16Total Number of Changes:
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